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South India is largely recognised as the birthplace of modern retail.
The glorious south side of India has given the nation – and the world
at large – innovational visionaries, entrepreneurs extraordinaire and
exceptional business leaders. The region is a vibrant marketplace which
has initiated the genesis of modern retailing in India and businesses
based out of South India have always been well-ahead of the curve in as
far as retailing invention goes.
It is a documented fact that almost 70 percent of India’s rich live
in its eight southern states, including in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
This has greatly contributed to the rising consumerism in the region.
Interestingly however, despite the increased demand, retail in South
Indian is dominated by local players. So, while the region has evolved by
adapting to global trends, yet, a homely retail experience, comfort of the
native language, along with familiarity with local culture and purchase
preferences have been the driving forces for retail growth here.
The February issue of IMAGES Retail is dedicated to the analysis of
the greatly evolved South Indian retail industry. The edition does a deep
dive into why southern states have the highest retail growth rate in India
including listing cities which are seeing an exceptional rate of growth
– Bangalore, Hyderabad and Chennai – and how they are doing it. The
issue also includes an expert research report on how the emerging cities
of Coimbatore, Kochi, Vizag, Vijayawada, Trivandrum, and Madurai are
contributing more than US$ 7000 million worth of retail activity to India
today.
Finally, the issue brings the readers a round-up of IMAGES Group’s
flagship food retail event, India Food Forum 2019, the 12th edition
of which was held on February 5 and 6 in Mumbai. The triumphant
event was another feather in IMAGES Group’s cap. We thank those
who attended the event, but for those who couldn’t make it, we bring
you notable insights – theme, session highlights and awards – from the
thinkers and futurists of the Indian Food Retail industry who attended
it.
As always, we hope you find this issue informed and beneficial.
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TRENDSPOTTING

How Technology is
Revolutionising the
Foodservice Industry
– By Charu Lamba

From introducing interactive smart tables and
virtual bars to replacing servers with robots,
restaurateurs are revolutionising the foodservice
industry in the best way possible to enhance the
overall customer experience…

W

e are at the beginning of the most radical
transformation of the foodservice
industry. Until now, technological
innovations in the industry meant
ordering food from an app or paying
bill through tablets. But now restaurant
owners are upping the ante, taking the game to the next level
by experimenting with technology like never before.
From introducing interactive smart tables and virtual bars to
replacing servers with robots, restaurateurs are revolutionising
the foodservice industry in the best way possible to enhance
the overall customer experience.

Interactive Smart Tables
Mumbai-based Drinx Exchange has introduced electronic tech
tables, where customers can interact with an electronic screen
on the table they’re dining on. From watching live scores of
sports, to receiving personalised offers, tracking their orders,
24 | IMAGES RETAIL | FEBRUARY 2019

COVER STORY

South Indian
Retail’s
Changing
Landscape
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

South has given India and the world at large
many visionaries, business leaders and
great entrepreneurs. The region is a vibrant
marketplace which has initiated the genesis of
modern retailing in India and businesses based
out of South India have always been well-ahead
of the curve in retailing invention...
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T

he Indian retail industry has emerged as one
of the most dynamic and fast-paced industries
due to the entry of several new players. Total
consumption expenditure is expected to reach
nearly US$ 3,600 billion by 2020 from US$ 1,824
billion in 2017. It accounts for over 10 percent
of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and around
8 percent of the employment. India is the world’s fifth-largest
global destination in the retail space.
In India, the southern part of the country is largely
recognised as the birthplace of modern retail. Almost 70
percent of India’s rich live in its eight states, including in
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. Across all the middle and highincome classes, except the super-rich, the highest growth in
retail has been witnessed in the southern region. Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, and Chennai are growing at an exceptional rate,
with the retail buzz in these cities becoming more pronounced
by the day. The emerging cities of Coimbatore, Kochi, Vizag,
Vijayawada, Trivandrum and Madurai are contributing more
than $7,000 million worth retail activity to India.
In fact, Chennai and Hyderabad were among the top seven
cities in India which witnessed an addition of about 1.9 million
sq. ft. of fresh supply of international brands, launch of retail
developments and sustained demand for space in the first half
of 2018, according to a CBRE South Asia report.

FOOD TECH

The
Impatient
Consumer,
IoT and the
Food of
Everything
– By Harish Bijoor,
Brand-expert & CEO,
Harish Bijoor Consults Inc.

It’s time to smell the burning
desire for impatience among
the young. It is time to change
and instill in all businesses,
retail or otherwise, the
ingredient of impatience. All
businesses need to instill the
‘new-virtue’ of impatience
into their business delivery
mechanisms.

T

here is more
to foods than
meets the
eye. There is
technology.
There is the
consumer who is forever
morphing. And there is the
future. Let’s peep into it.
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Is India the Most
Exciting Food Market in
the World Really?
Must be. The diversity of food
we still eat, and the lack of
a clonal habit in food and
beverage intake is a hall-mark
reality of India. Literally no
two families eat the same.

The country is diverse
in other ways as well. The
country, which hither to was
all about a home-kitchen
oriented market, is eating out
more than ever. Add to it the
fact that we eat not only with
our mouth but with our eyes
and ears as well. With food
television becoming a big
thing, the food market is an
exciting one to be in. A market
that will possibly define some
of the future trends in food
and beverage for the world to
watch, use and see.
In this essay, I am going
to explore two different
aspects that are defining food,
beverage, its intake and the
trends that will shape India
later. One is a technology
trend that will re-define it all,
and the other is a consumer
watch trend that goes with

the way the new consumer in
India is behaving. Let me lead
with technology and move on
to the consumer in the latter
half.

The Internet of Things
The big technology trend I am
excited of at this point in time
is the Internet of Things (IoT).
All of us have heard of it
by now. The era of the IoT
or the Internet of Things is
here. Some marketing and
technology evangelists have
dubbed it an era of the IoE or
the Internet of Everything. An
era where the Internet as we
know it becomes incidental.
So incidental that we even
forget the way the Internet
of today exists and we start
co-living with the Internet
as if it did not exist at all. An
Internet era where everything

RETAIL REVOLUTION

What Should Retailers Do
to Remain Aǋoat in 2019?
– By Zainab S Kazi

Where consumer is always going to remain the king, it is equally important
to recognise and respect the space of retailers and their need to make
money. Focus on consumers coupled with keeping a hawk eye on proǊts is
what is going to revolutionise retail in 2019…

I

s retail in for a revolution in 2019? Going by the current dynamics and the ever
changing market conditions, it most certainly is. Where consumer is always going
to remain the king, it is equally important to recognize and respect the space
of retailers and their need to make money. Focus on consumers coupled with
keeping a hawk-eye on profits is what is going to revolutionize retail in 2019.
No matter how much we talk about the growing Indian middle class and
consumerism, the fact is that there is far too much competition in the retail space. And
this competition is not between offline and online retail, but it is competition between
brands irrespective of the space they operate in. Where online retail has increased
consumerism, it has also led to many entrepreneurs entering the space and making their
brands available through both the offline and online channel. To add to this are Stay at
Home Moms (SAHM) who are turning into home-based entrepreneurs and using the
social media route to aggressively sell their wares – ranging from apparel to household
products. They retail through WhatsApp, Facebook and Instagram.
With so many channels of sale, the big question is: What should retailers do to remain
afloat in 2019?
2019 is going to be a year that would decide on the survival of the fittest. And a few
rules to be followed include having a strong and healthy internal system of operation
62 | IMAGES RETAIL | FEBRUARY 2019
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IN FOCUS

Titan Bets Big on its
Youngest Design-Led
Lifestyle Brand, Taneira
– By Charu Lamba

Taneira, which launched its Ǌrst pilot
store in Bengaluru in 2017, is exploring
both high-street and malls, while
trying to understanding customers. The
brand’s custodians say they will make
future plans for whenever they are
conǊdent that the present is secure…

T

aneira, the youngest brand from
Titan, marked its national launch
recently with the inauguration
of its flagship store in South
Extension-1, New Delhi.
Speaking at the launch, Bhaskar
Bhat, Managing Director, Titan Company
Limited said, “As a company, we believe that
sarees are a natural extension for Titan. We
are known for creating design-led lifestyle
brands that enable self-expression including
Titan, Tanishq, Fastrack, Xylys, Raga, Skinn
(fragrances) and now Taneira. Similar to the
jewellery market when we began, this 5,000
year old category is a large, unorganised market
and underserved in terms of authenticity of
the product. Seeing the tremendous reception,
we have had in our pilot stage of the business,
we are confident this venture will be an
opportunity for us to build relevance and
enable transparency and authenticity for the
customer.”

Understanding the Store
The flagship store, which is spread across 7,500
sq.ft., showcases a curated range of handcrafted
sarees from across the country. The impressive
collection ranges from Mugas from Assam,
Ikats from Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and
Orissa; Jamdhanis from Bengal, Chanderis &
Maheshwaris from Madhya Pradesh to a vast
collection of Tussars, India’s indigenous silk.
The store also houses an entire floor
dedicated to bridal trousseaus and is
resplendent with Banarasi silks including the
rare-to-find Raktambari, Shwetambari, Gyasar
72 | IMAGES RETAIL | FEBRUARY 2019

EVENT REPORT

India Food Forum 2019:
Charting a Growth Map for Food Retail
in a Digitally Connected & Demanding
Consumer Driven Era
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

The 12th edition of the event presented a platform for the
powerful quadra of Food & Grocery, Foodservice, Food Retail
Tech and Food Startups to give a wholesome spectrum of food
consumption as well as enablers shaping the growth of the
Indian food industry…

I

ndia Food Forum 2019 was held at Hotel Renaissance, Mumbai on February 5 and 6,
2019 with a mission to accelerate food retailing excellence by generating ideas, insights,
innovation and opportunities for profitable growth. The 12th edition of the event
presented a platform for the powerful quadra of Food& Grocery, Foodservice, Food
Retail Tech and Food Start Ups to give a wholesome spectrum of food consumption as
well as enablers shaping the growth of the Indian food industry. The two day mega event
comprised of sessions, discussions and the presentation with the theme, ‘Charting the Growth
Mapfor Food Grocery, Food Service and Food Start Up in this Fast, Tech Savvy, Digitally
Connected, Demanding Consumer Driven Era’. The theme was developed with the aim of
building the roadmap for food retail business to accurately read the underlying opportunities
and predict future consumption paths that the Indian consumer will tread.
Offering unique opportunities for networking and business ideas, and for exploring
growth opportunities in the dynamic world of food retail, the Forum gathered with the
mission to “accelerate food retailing excellence by generating ideas, insights, innovation and
opportunities for profitable growth.”
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AWARDS

India Food Forum 2019 Honours Indian Food & Grocery
Retailers, Innovative Foodservice Concepts
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

Ground breaking Indian foodservice and retail concepts are coming of age, and
to honour these exciting formats and food retail professionals who are of an
innovative bent of mind, IMAGES Group presented awards at the India Food Forum
2019 at Mumbai’s Renaissance Hotel on February 5th and 6th…

T

o honour innovative Indian food
service and retail concepts and
creative food retailers, food &
grocery retail professionals, as well as
contemporary foodservice formats,
IMAGES Group presented awards on
February 5 and 6, 2019, at Hotel Renaissance in
Mumbai, at the India Food Forum 2019.

Selection Process
CCGSA nomination categories and entry details
were announced through the India Food Service/
Food & Grocery Forum India website, magazine
advertisements, a personalised electronic
campaign and tele-calling to prospective nominees
in all proposed categories. Awards details and
nomination forms could be downloaded from said
websites or the Secretariat could be approached for
the same.
Nomination forms were checked by the
CCGSA audit team for eligibility, completeness
and data correctness. Nominees were asked to
rectify mistakes, and also to provide supporting
documents, wherever required.
A CCGSA team of analysts then made a
presentation to the CCGSA jury with analysis of
performance metrics such as growth in top line
sales and retail presence, sales per square foot,
average transaction values and profitability A
special note was prepared on innovativeness,
marketing effectiveness, supplier relations and
employee practices.
The CCGSA jury comprised distinguished
personalities in the field of research and consulting
with thorough insights in to the business of
foodservice/ food & grocery. The jury then went
through the presentation and gave a score based on
their own understanding of the nominees.
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Ajay Kaul, Senior Director, Everstone Group
Ajay Macaden, Executive Director, Nielsen
Company
Amit Lohani, National Convenor, FIFI
Amitabh Taneja, CMD,IMAGES Group
Anand Ramanathan, Partner, Strategy &
Operations Consulting, Deloitte India
Ankur Shiv Bhandari, Founder & CEO,
Asbicon Group
BS Nagesh, Founder, TRRAIN
Debashish Mukherjee, Partner &
Head, Consumer & Retail Industries, AT
Kearney India
Dr. Prabodh Halde, Immediate Past
President, AFST India
Harminder Sahni, Founder & MD, Wazir
Advisors
Lara BalsaraVajifdar, Executive Director,
Madison World
Nitin Puri, Sr. President & Country
Head Food & Agri Strategic Advisory &
Research, Yes Bank
Pankaj Karna, MD, Maple Capital
Advisors
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Clark Professor of Management &
Marketing, Director of the Center for
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Samir Kuckreja, Founder & CEO,
Tasanaya Hospitality
Sreedhar Prasad, Partner, Kalaari Capital

INTERNATIONAL EVENT

Personalised, Specialty
Products: The Focus
of Housewares Trends
for 2019
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

Consumers are increasingly searching for personalisation
of products, services and experiences. The creation and
possession of highly individualised products and experiences
is becoming a new status symbol and gives consumers the
feeling of living uniquely…
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A

merican consumers are searching
for ways to customise their
homes with housewares products
that let them create personalised
items, décor and dining
experiences. Many are interested
in products that help them express their own
individuality, such as specialty craft beverages,
smart home appliances that can be customized
to their personal needs, and specialty cookware
that allows them to re-create restaurant-quality
meals or ethnic foods and flavors. Products
highlighting these and other top trends will
be displayed at the 2019 International Home
+ Housewares Show March 2-5 at McCormick
Place in Chicago.
“Consumers are trying to create their own look,
their own individuality,” said Joe Derochowski,
Home Industry Analyst- Market Research, The
NPD Group Inc. The consumer’s desire for
‘distinction’ is one of the major movements
identified by trend research company Trend One
in its Mega Trends 2021 Report. “Consumers
are increasingly searching for personalisation of
products, services and experiences. What’s more,
people are also increasingly projecting themselves

